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Periodization is an extremely intentional activity that is performed in order to 

incorporate scattered events of the past into a chronological framework that one 

believes is most appropriate for understanding a histoη. Even before we discuss 

the Hindu periodization by yuga and k叫pa，we need to acknowledge that every 

periodization reflects how one adopts one's stance on one's own age. In order to 

reconsider how chronological frameworks are constructed according to different 

trends within Indian philosophy， Eli Franco organized the panel“On the Histori-

ography and Periodization of Indian Philosophy" at the 14th W orld Sanskrit 

Conference， held in Kyoto in September 2009. The present volume is the 

proceedings of this conference， and consists of the following twelve articles. 

Eli Franco: On the Periodization and Historiography of Indian Philosophy. 

Appendix by Shinya Moriyama: Some Periodizations of Indian Philosophy 

in Japanese Publications. 

Shujun Motegi: The Early History of Sarpkhya Thought. 

Philipp A. Maas: A Concise Historiography of Classical Y oga Philosophy. 

Parimal Patil: The Historical Rhythms of the Nyaya-Vaise$ika Knowledge 

System. 

Lawrence McCrea: The Transformations of MImarpsa in the Larger Context of 

Indian Philosophical Discourse. 

Julius Lipner: The Perils of Periodizationヲ orHow to Finesse History with 

Refer百 lceto Vedanta. 

Vincent E1tschinger: Buddhist Esoterism and Epistemology: Two Sixth-

Century Innovations as Buddhist Responses to Social and Religio-Political 

Transformations. 

Anne Clavel: Svetambaras and Digambaras: A Differentiated Periodization? 

Lyne Bansat-Boudon: The Contribution of Nondual Saivism of Kashmir to the 

Debate on jivanmukti: A Thematic Perspective on the Question of 

Periodization. 

Alexis Pinchard: The History of Sphota: From Ontology to Epistemology? 

Claus Oetke: Classification and Periodization of Indian Philosophical 

Traditions: Some Conceptual and Theoretical Aspects. 

Johannes Bronkhorst: Periodization of Indian Ontologies. 

First， the present reviewer shall summarize each article， and then comment on 

what Franco considers to be crucial for setting up a periodization of Indian 

Philosophy， taking the views of the other contributors into account. 

ln the keynote article of this volume， Franco describes how scholars have 

attempted to chronologically divide lndian philosophy. First， he takes up Paul 

Deussen and articulates his discontent with Deussen's representation of the 

post胃 Vedicperiod， in that he does not take the interaction between the 
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philosophical schools into account. Franco states that this is due to Deussen' s 

admiration for Schopenhauer's monistic worldview. Next， he examines the 

periodization of Erich Frauwallner. According to Frauwallner， in the middle of 

the first millennium CE， just before the time of SaiJ.kara， the history of Indian 

philosophy underwent a drastic shift as a result of the ethnic substitution of its 

main supporters， meaning that it changed from being “an Aryan period" to“a 

non-Aryan period." Moreover， Frauwallner characterizes the old systems 

(Sarpkhya， Vaise号ika，Lokayata， Buddhism and Jinism) as atheistic and scientific， 

and the new systems (Vedanta and Hindu theologies) as relying on theistic 

revelation and the belief in a supreme god. Arguing that Frauwallner has a racist 

motivation in presenting this dichotomy， 1 evaluating what he sees as the Aryan 

period more positively， Franco criticizes this periodization as both “morally 

despicable" and “factually wrong，" u町ustifiablyassuming that Buddhism and 

Jinism are non-religious， and characterizing the second half of the first 

millennium CE as a period of decline in rational thought. 

After this， Franco presents the views of three scholars who were active in the 

second half of the twentieth century. Applying the Marxist view of Indian history ， 

Walter Ruben interpreted each trend. of thought as the ideology of a particular 

social class. Franco reveals that Ruben considered Indian people to have been 

addicted to a non-scientific idealist orientation， which also includes meditation. 

Madeleine Biardeau divided the history of Indian philosophy into three periods. 

The first period involved the formation of the philosophical systems， the second 

one spanned from the time of Dignaga to Ramanuja， and the third one 

encompassed Hindu theology. In Biardeau's claim that Brahmin thought is 

dominated by static traditionalism， Franco finds an influence from Louis Dumont， 

who negated the existence of individuals in caste society. Franco then briefly 

presents John Plott's original“global" periodization through six periods from the 

axial age to the twentieth century. Lastly， attaching importance to ontology and 

epistemology， Franco presents his own periodization，“(1) the period up to 

Dignaga， (2) the period between Dignaga and Udayana， and (3) the Navya-Nyaya 

period." Admitting that his periodization consequently appears to be similar to 

Biardeau's， Franco suggests that his own is less prejudiced than those that 

preceded it. Judging from the names of the contributors in this volume， we can 

surmise that he intended to review as many perspectives as possible in order to 

reconsider the significance of period (2) within the wider history of Indian 

philosophy. 

Without going into an evaluation of Frauwallner's characterization of 

Sarpkhya as an Aryan atheism， Motegi basically agrees with him about dividing 

the early Sarpkhya into the three periods: 1. Die Epische Urform des Sarpkhya， 2. 

Die entscheidende Umgestaltung des Sarpkhya durch die Einfuhrung der 

Evolutionslehre， 3. Das System der 60 Lehrbegriffe. However， as regards 

Frauwallner's hypothesis that the emanation theory (Evolutionslehre) was 

In his recent study， Der arische Ansatz. Erich Frauwallner und der Nationalsozialismus 
(Wien， 2009)， J. Stuchlik r巴V巴aledthat Frauwallner was actively involved in National Socialism. 
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effected by Pancasikha， Motegi adduces the counter-evidence that in the 

Mok~adharma section of the Santiparvan of the Mahabharata， chapters 211 and 

212， which show the teachings of Pancasikha， do not refer to primordial matter 

(Prakrti) at all. Thereafter， Motegi verifies the transition from period 1 to period 2 

by analyzing the relevant chapters of the Mok~adharma， and clarifies the various 

meanings of prakrti that were argued during period 2， especially in chapters 291-

296， which are known as the dialogue between Vasi~tha and Karala Janaka. 

It is generally accepted that the Yogasutra compiled by Pata可aliwas later 

glossed by a person called Vyasa in his Yogasutrabh釘ya.Maas， however， doubts 

this common view saying“the Pt1ta可αlaYogasastra (i.e.， the sutra passages 

together with the bha$ya part of the work) is a unified whole that was possibly 

composed by one single author." He explains why he denies the existence of two 
separate texts， calling on both the extemal evidence (no manuscript transmission 

of the sutra alone， no consistent marking of each sutra in manuscripts， etc.) and 

the intemal evidence (reference by a sutra to a part of the bha$ya on another sutra， 

etcふNext，Maas summarizes the history of the research of the Patanjala Y oga 

from the nineteenth century until Frauwallner， and reports the present state of the 

study of the Pa印有jalayogasastrαvivarm;a，in particular， on textual criticism and 

the problem of authorship (whether the author is identical with the Advaitin 

Sarikara). Maas is very positive about Gerhard Oberhammer's classification (in 

his Strukturen yogischer Meditation， Wien 1977) of the object of the Pata五jala

meditation into three kinds: one's self (puru$a)， a personal high god， and finally， 

the remembered object， which is gradually transformed in the reverse order of the 

Sarpkhya emanation until it is“finally reduced to primordial matter (Prakrti).勺

Since 2000， Sheldon Pollock has intensively been investigating the Sanskrit 

knowledge system in various fields in the pre-colonial and early colonial periods 

(ca. 1550-1750). Moreover， with the phrasing“the ends of man，" Pollock argues 

that the creative period of Sanskrit intellectuals in each field came to an end with 

the establishment of the British colonial system in the last half of the eighteenth 

century. Calling this scenario “Pollock's narrative，" Patil raises an objection with 

respect to the history of the Nyaya-V aise~ika knowledge system. First， he 

summarizes Pollock's analysis of the renewal of Sanskrit culture in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries into five points.3 However， judging from all these 

criteria， Patil describes the rise of a new knowledge system in the case of the 

Nyaya-Vaise~ika ， half a millennium earlier than Pollock had estimated， at the 

time of Udayana (eleventh century) whose renewal was resumed by Garigesa 

(thirteenth century). Then， in order to reverse Pollock's declaration that lndian 

philosophy had died， Patillists the names of representative scholars between 1750 

and 1900 and the titles of their work. Moreover， as“the alternative signs of life，" 

Patil demonstrates that Sanskrit intellectuals in this period launched many kinds 

2 Cf. G. Ob巴rhammer，op. cit.， pp目 198-199;Yogasutra-Bha$ya 1.45. Here， prakrti is call巴d
"ali昨ga."
3 N amely， a significant“eff10r巴scenc巴" of writings， the rise of new textual genres， the 
canonization of th巴setexts， a return to their foundational texts， and the multi田disciplinarityof 
individuals. 
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of new projects， such as the setting up of institutions for Sanskrit including 

colleges， the foundation of Sanskrit periodicals， and the publishing of many series 

of Sanskrit works across India. In conclusion， Patil proposes re-examining the 

criteria about what should be counted as traditional or innovative. 

In the well-known topic of the seventh-century Indian philosophy where the 

school of Mimarpsa splits into two sub-schools， the school of Kumarila and the 

school of Prabhakar孔 McCreafinds a key to thoroughly reconsidering the whole 

history of Mimalpsa. Considering that before and after Sabarasvamin's time there 

were many Mimalpsakas whose exegetic views were different from Sabara's， he 

argues that Sabara's commentaηon the Mimamsasiitra could become standard 

owing to Kumarila and Prabhakara， who basically conform to him. As regards the 

trigger that brought about Sabara's standardization， McCrea pays attention to 

Dignagaヲsradical innovation in terms of how to compose a philosophical treatise. 

For the first time in Indian philosophical circles， Dignaga precisely quoted 

concrete phrases from particular texts of schools that opposed him to be able to 

convincingly refute their theories. In order to respond to Dignaga's criticism 

based on this unprecedented text-based methodology， the Mimalpsa exegetists， on 

the one hand， had to defend a special text of their own instead of their vaguely 

defined positions， and on the other hand， had to examine each other on how to 

mte中retthis fundamental text. The former necessity， according to McCrea， led to 

a standardizing of Sabara's commentaryヲ especiallythe philosophical portion of 

V:cttikara's commentary that Sabara quoted， whereas the latter necessity prompted 

the split between the Bhatta and Prabhakara schools 

McCrea's perspective is worth re-exarnining carefully. Here， the present 

reviewer only points out that this contradicts K.S. Ramasvarni Sastri's perspective 

According to Sastri，4 when the school of Mimalpsa originated， there were already 

two groups: the conservative one， represented by Badari， and the reformative one， 

represented by laimini. The conservative group regarded the performance of a 

sacrifice as an unconditional duty， being taken over by Prabhakara， whereas the 

reformative group regarded it as utilitarian activity， taken over by Sabara and then 

by Kumarila. Even today， we can find a supporter of this perspective in Kei 

Kataoka.5 However， this is totally anachronistic as the opposition that was 

amplified in medieval time is projected into ancient time， and prejudiced in favor 

of the Bhatta， insisting that there was a natural succession from Sabara to 

Kumarila. In fact， Prabhakara never criticized Sabara in explaining individual 

siltras (cf. McCrea， n. 1)， and he explicitly and repeatedly criticized Badari's 

refusal to consider the act of sacrificing as a way to accomplish its result (phala)， 

as recorded in Sabarがscommentary on Mimaytlsasiltra 3.1.3.6 In his dichotomy 

4 “Introduction，" Tantrarahasya， Gaekwad's Orienta1 S巴ries24， 2nd ed.， Baroda， 1956: xi-
XXXIX. 

5 “In仕oduction，" Ku~ãrila on Truth， Omniscience， and Killing， Part 2: An Annotated 
Translation oJ Mrmamsa-Slokavarttika ad 1.1.2 (Codanasutl叫，Vienna， 2011: 17-20. 
6 Cf. Brha，tf (Madras University Sanskrit S巴ries)pt. 4， 960，4-5: nanu badaru;api viniyoga 
evasaνupanyastaJ:z. ata evasau nirakrtaJ:z; pt.4， 978，2-3: ata eva badarer esa bhrantiJ:z dravya-
gUTJαsamskaresv eva sesatvam iti; pt. 5， 14ヲ5-6:ayam (= the oppon巳nt'sview in the svargakama-
adhikaraTJa) eva casau badaripαksaJ:z， dravyaguTJasamskaresv ity evam sambandhavagamam 
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of the whole history of MImarpsa， K.S. Ramasvami SastrI exposes a biased 

example of what Julius Lipner calls “evaluative periodization." 

Before going into the periodization of Vedanta， Lipner poses a methodo-

logical question. He asks “What is periodization?" and answers that it is a kind of 

classification， presenting two types of classification: one is an artificial construct 

that can be altered at will according to changing external circumstances， like an 

army deployed for successful fighting; the other is an integral whole that reveals 

the pre-determined internal structure of a matter of fact， like a fish that has been 

dismembered by a skillful fishmonger. Lipner then comments that today most 

historians seem to view history as“a contingent trajectory of events，" unlike 

Hegel or Comte who advocated a pre-determined history. He also adds a proviso 

that， even if history is viewed as contingent， we can look for turning points， taking 

the Copernican paradigm shift in the history of as佐onomyas an example. 

Moreover， Lipner distinguishes between the “simple periodization，" based on a 

simple succession of observed events and the “evaluative periodization，" based on 

the assessment of these observed events.7 
Lipner then moves on to the periodization of Vedanta. His periodization is 

unique since， according to him， the philosophical tradition of Vedauta， in its strict 

sense， begins when the Vedantins have incorporated the Bhagavadgwi， in 

addition to the Upani号adsand the Brahmasutra， into their basic scripture. From 

this perspective， which Lipner claims to be a “simple periodization，" the starting 

point is Sankara， who wrote a commentary on the Bhagavadgita. He also settles 

another starting point in Ramanuja from the perspective of sectarian theism. Then， 

examining some examples of the “evaluated periodization" of Vedanta， he finds a 

denigration of Ramanuja in B.N.K. Sharma's history of the Dvaita-Vedanta， a 

separation of successors from their founder， SaiJ.kara， in Swami Satchidanande-

ndra's history of the Advaita-Vedanta， and Western Orientalism in George 

Thibaut's introduction to his translation of SaiJ.kara's Brahmasutrabha$ya.8 
Consulting the copious amount of recent studies on the political and social 

change in early medieval lndia， the sophistication of Buddhist logic and 

epistemology， and the emergence of Buddhist Tantrism under the influence of 

Hinduism， Eltschinger examines how and why epistemology and Tantrism have 

rapidly and simultaneously emerged in Buddhism under drastically changing 

social circumstances. Against the traditional view， which assumes that there was a 

radical breakthrough of Buddhist Tantrism in the seventh century due to the 

compilation of the texts of “pure Tantrism" (cαrya-/yoga-tantra)， Eltschinger 

maintains that lndian Buddhism had already accomplished a tantric ritual system 

in the sixth century， paying special attention to the Karm:ujavyuhasutra， which 

adopts various means of esoteric rituals for adoring A valokitesvara. Summarizing 

the vast works of R.M. Davidson and A. Sandersonヲ Eltschingerassumes that 

manyate， na yagaphalapuruijeijv iti. 

7 Lipn巴radds that Frauwalln巴rapplies the controversial terrn“sci巴ntific"to what h巴callsthe 
Aryan periodヲtherebyimplying sup巴rioritywithout due justification. 
8 Unfortunat巴ly，a copy of th巴firstpage of Eltschinger' s article strays into Lipner' s article on 
page 163. 
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because Saivism achieved the most prominent success among the religious sects 

in the early medieval society， the compilers of the KttraIJ4avyuhasutra 

appropriated Saiva ritualism in order to effectively compete for the royal 

patronage that carried increasing financial weight in Buddhist monasteries. 

Eltschinger describes DharmakIrti's view， pointing out that， on the one hand， 

he accepted the Tantric orientation admitting the efficacy of formulas (mantras) if 

pronounced by a person endowed with cognitive and psychological excellence; 

but on the other hand， he rejected the idea that mantra itself has any“natural 

efficacy" (bhttvasakti). According to Eltschinger， this latter idea was widely 

accepted in Buddhist Tantrism from the seventh century onward.9 In the 

dialectical methodology adopted by Buddhist philosophers， Eltschinger finds a 

crucial shift before and after the sixth century due to the religious crisis. Until the 

time of Vasubandhu， most polemics were intra-sectarian: that is， directed to other 

denominations within Buddhism， including the Abhidharma scholasticism and the 

Mahayanist's attacks on the Sravakayana. However， representative Buddhist 

scholars from the sixth century onwards， such as Sthiramati， Dignaga， 

DharmakIrti， and Kamala釘la，were unanimous that the purpose of compiling a 

logical treatise is to make the adherents of anti凶 Buddhistschools abandon their 

own schools by debunking the credibility of their theories of knowledge. 

Eltschinger also notes that DharmakIrti made regular use of self-designations such 

as Bauddha and Saugata， which marks a first among Buddhist philosophers. 

Eltschinger concludes that the Buddhist philosophers from the sixth century 

onwards came to eschew a narrow denominationalism setting forth their 

apologetics on behalf of Buddhism against the increasingly menacing 

non-Buddhist sects and schools. 

After splitting into the two sects of Digambara and Svetambara， the Jaina 

order gave rise to many prominent philosophers， as did Buddhism， owing to its 

institutional system of monastery. Regarding the periodization of both sects， 

Clavel examines two theses， one by K.K. Dixit and the other by I.C. Shastri， and 

reconsiders some assumptions that both authors took for granted. Both Dixit and 

Shastri distinguished between the age of agama and the age of logic; that is， the 

age in which scholars were commenting on traditional ttgamas， and the age in 

which they dealt with philosophical issues in independent treatises. Both agree 

that the age of logic began with Kundakunda and Siddhasena Divakara (Shastri 

adds Samantabhadra) and ends with Y前ovijayain the eighteenth century. Clavel， 

however， finds it difficult to assume an opposition between the traditional attitude 

that is faith白1to agamas and the innovative attitude based on the theory of 

pramttlJas. For one thing， there were seeds of the logical reflection of episte凶

mology even in traditional sutras， for example， in the Nandisutra. In addition， 

9 Any巴xamplesof the“bhi1vasakti" inher巴ntin mantras， if found in the sixth-century t巴xtsof 
Hindu or Buddhist Tantrism， would make Eltsching巴r'sargum巴ntthat DharmakIrti was activ巴m
the sixth c巴nturymore convincing， because DharmakIrti， a non-Tantrist， must have borrowed this 
concept， w hich is not us巴din MImarp.sa， from som巴whereelse. lf th巴reis no exarnple of 
“bhi1vasakti" in the sixth-c巴nturyTantric texts， this would change into a double-edged sword that 
would prove DharmakIrti to belong to the sev巴nthcentury. 
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J aina philosophers laid claim to be consistent with the scriptures by distinguishing 

the empiricallevel from the transcendentallevel. For example， Akalarika includes 

sense-perception into“direct" means of knowledge only on the empirical level， 

because in scriptures it was seen as“indirect，" with only supernatural cognition 

being accepted as“direct." 

“Liberation in this life" (jfvanmukti) appears to be paradoxical because， from 

the view of the classical soteriology， the emancipation (mukti) from the state of 

transmigration (salJlsarα) can be achieved after death as a result of a lifelong 

effort to strictly control one's senses， volition， and actions. However， from the 

view of the Trika system accomplish巴dby Abhinavagupta in the eleventh century， 

what is required for emancipation is the recognition (praりlabhij均的 thatone is 

never separable from the absolutely free God， Siva， and therefore that one is 

already free in this life. Bansat・Boudoninvestigates this notion of jfvanmukti in 

earlier literatures elucidating its indebtedness to other systems. Whereas， outside 

of the Saiva literature， the term jfvanmukti can be traced back only to the 

Advaita-like texts， such as the Yogavasi:j!a (tenth century) and the Mok:jopayα 

(eighth-ninth century)，jfvanmukti is implied in the ideal of “one whose wisdom is 

established" (sthitapraj万a)，which is advocated by the Bhagavadgfta， and 

acknowledged by Sarikara as the state of those who do not act anymore， but are 

obliged to live due to their own past karmαn already being set in motion. On the 

contr紅 y，the term jfvanmukti is already formulated in ear匂 Saivaliteratures such 

as the Svacchαndatantra which may have been compiled in the sixth or seventh 

century. Later， the texts of the Spanda and Pratyabhijna， such as the Spandakarika， 

radically criticize the idea of“yogic suicide" or utkranti for dualistically assuming 

the separation of the body from the absolute spirit. However， the Trika 

philosophers revealed the truth about jfvanmukti only ωthose who had gone 

through initiation. By means of this“esotericism，" they intended to relativize their 

confrontation with orthodoxy. Moreover， in spite of the ontological differ百 lce

from dualism， they agreed with Sarpkhya thought that liberation is only accessible 

through discriminating knowledge， and construed SalJlkhyakarika 68， which is 

famous for the simile of the potter's wheel that revolves for a while after the 

making of a pot has been completed， as referring to jfvanmukti. 

Kashmir Saivism is also much indebted to the philosophy of Sanskrit 

grammarians， especially to Bhartrhari's monistic and idealistic theory of language. 

Pinchard pays attention to Va付apadfya 1.44-45， in which Bhartrhari 

distinguishes two ways of processing words (血bda):one is the occasion (nimitta) 

through which words appear to consciousness， the other is connected with its 

meaning (arthe prayujyate). Following S.D. Joshi (Spho.tanin:taya 01 Kaur.uja 

Bha.t.ta， Poona 1967)， he maintains that this marks a turning point in the history of 

the linguistic theory of spho!a because， since the time of Pata可ali，the notion of 

spho!a had been connected only with single phonemes devoid of any meaning 

even though Pata責jalivaguely admits that a single mental unit called an 

“aggregate円 (salJlghata)of phonemes bears the meaning. By shifting the agent of 

conveying the meaning from mental phonemes to spho!a， Bharqhari considered a 

complete word or mo中hemeas forming a spho，ta. 
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If one attempts to periodize Indian philosophy with the intention of ca町ying

out one' s own philosophy， then one has to examine the premises given in one' s 

own periodization because "philo" (loving)-"sophia" (knowledge) is not the 

accumulation of knowledge without questioning the method that one actually 

follows for gaining knowledge. Focusing on this methodological problem， Oetke 

advises that care should be taken when judging which text pertains to 

philosophical matters. In particular， Oetke w紅 nsthat one could lose sight of 

philosophically important things if one is intent on紅Tangingscholastic contents 

according to“historical development" imposed by external criteria and arbitrary 

perspectives. In this respect， he is very positive about the third section of H. von 

Glasenapp's Die Philosophie der lnder， titled “Die weltanschaulichen Haupt-

probleme，" because， in this section， von Glasenapp compares philosophical trends 

in order to locate them in theoretically possible stances on philosophical problems， 

instead of being pushed into a stereotype of historical development 

Instead of Frauwallner's biased dichotomy between Aryan and non-Aryan， 

Bronkhorst proposes a combination of other types of dichotomy. He starts with a 

generally recognized opposition between Buddhist and Brahmanical philosophers， 

and then relates these two parties to the two types of ontology， Brahmanism to the 

realistic ontology and Buddhism to the non-r巴alisticontology， ascribing the 

reason to the social tendency for Brahmins to be more involved in the secular life 

of the royal court than Buddhists. According to Bronkhorst， there was also a 

geographical dichotomy in ancient times between Vedic culture in northwest 

India and another culture， which Bronkhorst calls “greater Magadha"lO in the 

region to its east， and in which he considers the belief in rebirth and karmic 

retribution to have emerged. This belief was later adopted by the intellectuals in 

the Vedic culture， and， as a result， the two schools of Brahmanical ontology， 

Sarpkhya and Vaise~ika ， came into existence. Despite competing with each other 

in the theory of causality， both schools are influenced by the religious belief in the 

“greater Magadha" as they both advocate a concept of a self that， in r巴ality，does 

not act and therefore has no responsibility for action. However， orthodox 

Brahmins were not satisfied with this because both schools were only loosely 

linked with the Vedic tradition.l1 In the second half of the first millennium CE， 

Mimaf!lsa finally took an ontological turn and developed the id回 ofkarmic 

retribution within the Vedic tradition. 

What Lipner calls “evaluated periodization" in a history of philosophy 

always entails the risk of lapsing into partiality， which the author shows， whether 

deliberately or not， in attempting to convince readers that the philosophical 

10 Cf. J. Bronkhorst， Greater M.αgadha. Studies in the Cult附 01Early lnd叫 Handbookof 
Oriental Studi巴s，section 2 India， volum巴 19，Brill， 2007. K. Klaus wrote a critical revi巴wof this 
work in Zeitschr~β der Deutschen Morgenlandisc加 nGesellschajt， Bd. 161，2011: 216-221. 
11 It is to be noted that Kumarila includes SaQ1khya and Y oga in his list of heretic s巴cts，
together wゆ Pancaratra，Pasupata， Buddhism， and Jinism目 Cf.Tantravarttika， in: Mfm魚川a-
darSanam， Anandasrama Sanskrit Series 97， 1st ed.， 194，10; 2nd ed.， pt. 2，_ 112，19四20.Moreover， 
commenting on th巴 phrase"smarte caite" in Brahmasutra 4.2.21(20)， SaI1kara and Bhaskara 
acknowledge that SaQ1khya and Yoga are expounded in smrti， but not in sruti. 
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position with which the author is mainly occupied is more valuable than other 

positions. The conspicuous achievements that Frauwallner produced in many 

fields of Indian philosophy should not be underestimated. Without duly 

consulting his studies based on his extensive knowledge of the relevant literatures， 

we cannot even find the starting point for the arguments in these fields. However， 

granting that the Sarpkhya soteriology only requires rationally distinguishing the 

individual self (puru~a) from material surroundings， without resorting to 

devotional belief in God， it may be inappropriate to consider the Sarpkhya system 

as a whole to be an atheistic philosophy of “Aryans，" which 1 call the people who 

follow the Vedic tradition， excluding the influence from the natives who believe 

in god(s).12 This is because， following Frauwallner， we find the decisive reform 

(die entscheidende Umgestaltung) of Sarpkhya in the theory of emanation 

developed in the Mok明dharma.13 In the abovementioned dialogue between 

Vasi号thaand Karala Janaka，14 in which the idea of the emanation from the 

primordial matter (prakrti) is explicitly introduced into the Sarpkhya system， the 

highest and eternal brahman (12.291.11) is described by the epithet of Siva， 

“拘mbhu/:l"(291.15)， when creating this universe. Regarding the principles 

(tattvas) of creation， the eternal soul (291.39) is called Vi~l)u and counted as the 

25th principle on which all the other principles depend (291.37). Moreover， it is 

to be noted that prakrti is called a“goddess" (devi) (292.27)， who is said by 

puru~a in his monologue (295.23-38) to have seductively captured him into the 

bodies she produced using different kinds of wombs in the state of 

transmigration .15 

12 Regarding th巴 termanisvara that app巴arsin 12.238.7， 289.3 and 294.40， G.J. Larson 
summarizes the controversy as to its meaning-and construes it to mean a person for whom ISvara is 
irrelevant from the point of vi巴wof salvation， irrespective of whether Isvara exists (Classical 
SaY(lkhya， Motilal Banarsidass Publishers， r巴print，D巴lhi，2001: 124-126). 

13 Reexamining chapters 187 and 239-241， which Frauwallner regards as representing “die 
巴pischeUrform d巴sSarpkhya，'ヲ H.Bakker and P. Bisschop reaffirm that由巳S巴chapterst巴achabout 
the psychological process of how the buddhi is modified into manas and sense-faculties without 
ontological implication of prakrti (“Mok~adharma 187 and 239-241 reconsider巴d，"Asiatische 
Studien 53ラ 1999:459-472). In his“On the Origin( s) of the GUlJa】Theory，"Asiatische Studien 53， 
1999: 537-551， A. Wezl巴rcasts dou bt on the“historical" conn巴ctionthat Frauwallner claims exists 
betwe巴nthe thr巴egUlJas of prakrti in the classical Sarpkhya and the thr巴巴 ur-modificationsof th巴
being (sat)， namely， fire， water and food， advocated by Uddalaka in thc Chandogyopaniijad 6， by 
pointing out that this claimed conn巴ctionis not support巴dby the fact that the thre巴 gUlJasar巴
distinguished by the three m巴ntaJconditions (bhavas) of th巴 buddhi;namely， pleasure， pain， and 
indiffer巴nce，in Mok~adharma 187. In chapter 224， P. Hacker finds a pr巴 S泊khyiccosmogony 
仕omBrahman as well as a tension between the mechanical creation and the theistic creation (“Th巴
Sankhyization of血eEmanation Doctrin巴，" WZKSO 9， 1965: 75-112). In the theistic creation， 

Hacker notes that th巴primordialmatter is signified in th巴“imperishable"(ak$ayyα) which， having 
awoken at the end of the cosmic night， Brahman is said to differentiate (νikurute) (224.31ab). As 
regards th巴“un-manifest巴d"(avyakta) in the Mok与adharma，K. Kano finds that "avyakta" shifts 
from an adjectiv巴forbrahman (Chapters 203-290) to that for prakrti (294-321)， and regards this 
shift as a sign of the development of dualistic thought (“A vyakta and Pralqtivadin: A monistic and 
Theistic S柏lkhya，"Studies in the History 01lndian Thought 12，2000: 60-82). 

14 Teun Goudriaan pays attention to th巴 clos巴 affinitybetween the three stages of conscious聞

ness distinguished in Mahabharata 12.291-293 and th巴 fivestages distinguished in Svacchanda 
tantra 11.83-126 (“The Stages of A wakening in也巴 Svacchanda-Tantra，" in Ritualαnd 
Speculation in Eαr今Tantrism，Studies in Honor 01 Andre Padoux， State University of New York 
Press， 1992・139-173).1 am indebt巴dto Sh白junMotegi for t巳llingme about this article by 
Goudriaan. 

15 Yuko Y okochi kindly inform巴dme出atthe prakrti as a female deity is called maya and is 
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Vi~l)u and Rudra-Siva appear in the Vedic pantheon. It is declared in sgveda 

1.164.46 that the only-one being (ekalJl sad) is given various names of gods. The 

term "prαkrti" is used to denote something original and primary in contrast to 

“vikrti" in various contexts of ritual， grammatical， medical， and politicalliterature 

of the earlier time.16 Moreover， lndian meditation， especially， the upasana 

formulated in Vedanta and Dharma臼straヲ canbe traced back to a Vedic origin in 

the internalization of the Vedic sacrifice and the correspondence between 

macrocosm and microcosm described in Brahmal)as. However， what Vasi号tha

tells Janaka that he has seen in meditation，l7 the vividly recalled primordial 

awesome vision of the emergence and dissolution of one' s existential 

surroundings from and into the primordial matter， which is comparable to a 

female deity， probably does not have its origin in the Vedic tradition，18 given that 

this vision was formulated in Sanskrit by reformative Brahmins.19 What is more， 

it is well known that， alongside the simile of the chariot， the Katha-upani:jad 

(KU) teaches the process of the meditation of the principles， including “the 

un醐 manifested"(KU 3.11: avyakta)， corresponding to prakrti. But taking into 

account KU 2.23， which proclaims that the omnipresent (vibhu) self (atmaη)， 

which is inaccessible by teaching， intelligence， or learning， chooses (vTT:lute)2o 

paired with Mahesvara as an“illusionist" (mayin) in Svetasvataropanisad 4.10. Cf. Y. Yokochi， 
“The Warrior Goddess in the Devlmahatmya，'; Living with Sakti: Gender， SexualiのandReligion 
in South Asia， Osaka， 1999: 71-113， n. 8 

16 In his Prakrti in Sa1]1khya-Yoga， Motilal Banarsidass Pulヲlishers，Delhi 2002: 27-51， K.A. 
J acobsen collects these巴xamplesincluding Astadhyayf 1.4.30 and 5.1.12， in which“prakrti" 
m巴ansordinary material cause 

17 12.294.6-25 forms a manual for yoga practice. What the Yoga practition巴rss巴巴 (pasyanti)is 
recognized (anugamyate) by the Samkhya th巴oreticians(12.293.30). 

18 Among the creation myths of the sgveda， the Puru号asukta(10.30) r巴fersto a principle of 
cr巴ationgiven a feminine n叩 le，νiraj“sovereignty，"which is born from and gives birth to th巴
primordial colossus， purU(ia. Atharvaveda 8.10 巴xtollsviraj as a primordial goddess who 
cons巴cratesthe constituents of the world and the tive sacrificial fires (imaged as masculine deities 
with a masculine noun“agni") by descending into them (cf. Junko Sakamoto-Goto，“Zur 
Entst巴hungder FunιFeu巴r-L巴hr巴 desKonigs Janaka，" Akten des 27. Deutschen Orientalistentages， 
2001: 157四 167).This vir匂 cannotbe a Vedic origin of prakrti because， unlike prakrti， sh巴 has
nothing to do with the mat巴rialitythat det巴rminesthe physical existenc巴 ofindividual human 
b巴mgs目 Bycomparing with the earliest Pural)ic lit巳rature，P. Hacker (“Two Accounts of 
Cosmogony，" F estschr(βJ. Nobel， 1959: 77-91) el恥 idatesthat th巴 C印刷onmyth in the first 
chapt.巴rof the Manusmrti tells two cosmogoniesラ onemodeled on tbe theistic Samkhya emanation 
(vv. 5-30，巴specialJy，vv. 14四 19)，and another， a modification of the Puru~asükta (vv. 31-50)，in 
which virajヲ aman (purusa) born from the feminine half of brahman， cr巴atesManu with ascetic 
toil (vv. 3乙33).Here the cosmogony of the Puru~asükta ラ which is adopt巴dby th巴 authorof出巴

Man仙，mrtifor the purpose of authorizing the class system by four vaTl;as (v. 31 & v. 87)， is 
distinguished from the Samkhya巴manationthat巴xplainshow physical bodies ar巴 formed(vv. 
17-19) 

19 In th巴 provisionsof the Manusmrti about inh巴ritance， th巴 Vedicpatriarchal id巴ology
identifying a son with his fath巴rstrongly remains (cf. Manusmrti 9.8 and AitareyabrahmaJ:la 
7.13.9-10). In the section about tbe family affiliation of a son， Manu distinguishes the seed， a 
metaphor for on巴'sfather by blood， from th巴 earthヲ ametaphor of one's mother， in 9.37・lya1]1
bhamir hi bhatana1]1 sasvatf yonir ucyate / na ca yoniguJ:lan ka1]1s cid bす'a1]1pusyati pU'itisu // 
“This earth， indeed， is calJed the巴t巴rnalwomb of creatl官邸;yet the seed， as it d巴V巴lops，do巴snot 
manifest any of th巴 qualities(g開。)associated with the womb." (tr. by P. Olivelle， Manu's Code 
01 Law， OUP， 2005). This vers巴 doesnot indicate th巴 Samkhyaworldview， b巴caus巴 theSamkhya 
r巴g紅白 thedevelopment of a human being in secular society as the result of the personal activities 
promoted by th巴 gUJ:lasof prakrti (cf. Bhagavadgfta 3.5 and 27). In the preceding verse 36， the 
S巴巴dis said to become manifest (ηα克ijita)through its own gUJ:las. 

20 For the verb vr“choos巴"conjugat巴din th巴自白hclass of th巴presentsystem， s巴巴 Ch.H.Werba， 
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who can grasp him， we can say that this atman is imagined as a personified god 

and that this Upani羽dis already influenced by the early stage of Hindu theism. In 

the Narayw;iya (12.321-339)， the most developed theistic chapter of the 

Mok~adharma ， the gradual dissolution of five elements to mind (manas)， to the 

un-manifested， and finally to the eternal sou1 called Vasudeva， is revealed in 

12.326.28-31. Furthermore， in the soteriology of medieval times， both Saiva and 

Vai呪lavatheologians advocated the meditation in which one contemplates on the 

process of Sarp.khya emanation. This should be regarded as the revival of theistic 

Sal11khya， rather than as the subsuming of an atheistic Aryan thought in terms of 

an instance of Hindu inclusivism. 

Unless one simply a町angesevents in time-series and mechanically bundles 

them into each century， it is impossible to postulate a periodization without any 

evaluation. Despite being called "simple" by Lipner， his periodization of Vedanta， 

beginning with SaIlkara， entails clear evaluation because he regards Uttara副

mimal11sa， the exegetic speculation of Upani$ads， as immature Vedanta on 

account of its seemingly scanty concern about the theistic religion that is typically 

revealed in the Bhagavadgrta. In this evaluation， Lipner underestimates the fact 

that the Brahmasutra is actually based on a theistic worldview that identifies 

brahman with God (L'ivara). Even Franco describes his evaluation， calling the 

period between Dignaga and Udayana“the golden period of Indian philosophy" 

(p. 25). The present reviewer is tempted to concur with this. How is it then 

possible to avoid prejudice and partiality in setting up a periodization of the 

history of Indian philosophy? 

It may be rewarding to attempt to find， in the texts of this period， evidence to 

reconsider whether or not individuals could be seen to exist within cast巴 society

as argued by Louis Dumont， whose strong influence Franco finds in Bieardeau's 

periodization. Cultural anthropologists have constantly criticized Dumont's Homo 

Hierarchicus for its analysis of caste hierarchy， on account of his methodology of 

attaching more importance to the religious contrast between purity and impurity 

systematized in Brahmin's legal codes， than to the political and economic factors 

that are only accessible through the fieldwork of secular communities. Making 

this criticism seems to be a compulsory“rite of passage" for them， and this 

evaluation extends even to their criticism of the incapability of philological 

studies to investigate pre-modern lndian society. Above all things， it is a grave 

problem that public opinion and academic administration have become 

sympathetic toward this extended ongoing negative portrayal. 

However， are all researchers of Indology satisfied with Dumont's strict 

dichotomy between the group thinking mentality of laymen in caste society and 

the individualism of the renouncers? It is true that Brahmins were required to 

comply with the value and norms aimed at the maintenance of the traditional 

community， whereas renouncers trained themselves to be freed from them in their 

own way， and in many respects Brahmin philosophy has changed itself in 

response to the challenges by Buddhists and other renouncers. Nevertheless， it is 

Verba !ndoarica， Wien， 1997: 378. 
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also true that Brahmin society was maintained and gradually changed by 

individual human beings， even if their mentality was different from that of 

European individuals. The ideal of jrvanmukti is surely an antithesis to the 

impossibility of individual freedom within caste society. Recent studies of early 

medieval religions have revealed that Tantrism is not restricted to obscene 

radicalism but has a more profound influence in lay society than Dumont assumed. 

Therefore， is it not possible to consider the development of logic and 

epistemology from the time of Dignaga， not only as a result of the intensified 

competition among different schools for patronage， but also as a result of the 

intellectual interest in the ability of an individual human being， an interest that 

increased in a society which was relatively more affluent than in ancient times? In 

the eyes of the present reviewer， even the ontology of Kumarila， the most 

eloquent spokesman of the Aryan orthodoxy， shows the intention to investigate 

how an individual who is given free will and a physical body can use a limited 

number of things in this world to act in conformity with traditional norms. 

If we succeed in elucidating the image of individual human beings as being 

newly built up in the early medieval period， not only by using philosophical 

treatises and religious scriptures， but also by using secular literatures and 

historical documents， then we may be able to investigate how it was taken over by 

Hindu theologians in the next period， from about the eleventh century onward， 

when Abhinavagupta， Udayana， and Raman吋aappeared. Reading through the 

present volume， the present reviewer has come to the conclusion that Dumont's 

dichotomy is much harder to deal with than Frauwallner's， and needs to be 

overcome more urgently by researchers of Indian philosophy. 

Tohoku Universi~ヲ
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Introductory Remarks 

To deal with the concept of the self is an important but difficult task both in 

Indology and in Buddhist studies， mainly for the following two reasons. 

First， this concept is connected with a variety of indigenous terms (e.g.， in 

Sanksrit， titman， jrva， pudgala， cittasantana， and so on)， each of which has its 

own philosophical background. This also means that the concept itself is involved 

in a wide range of contexts. In any context， however， it is the reality of the self 
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